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Address CRYSTAL IRAN CO. 
CRYSTAL IRAN Building no 7 
Street no 8 
Ghaem Magham Farahani Ave 
Tehran

Country Iran, Islamic Republic

SPECIALS
Glass Type flint, soda lime

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
CRYSTAL IRAN CO. has been producing and supplying: 
TABLE WARE GLASSES, TEMPERED TABLE WARE GLASSES, CONTAINER GLASSES (PHARMACEUTICAL), CONTAINER GLASSES (FOOD)
with the capability that enables us to PRINT different shapes on BOTTLES, JARS & TABLE WARE. 

We have been selling these products in all the principal Iranian and Middle East markets and to the end users in in major consumption markets for
about three decades. 

Capitalising on Iran's vast geographical spread and range of reasons we successfully have been able to provide superior quality range of products, to
our buyers all over Iran and Middle East. With a network of more than 300 suppliers spread across the region and a work force of 2500 direct and
indirect employees, we believe the principal of enjoying the challenge. 

The challenge that comes through stretching ones limits to a point that in this process each time we discover a new light for achievement.
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